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Chair’s Letter
by: David C. Sarnacki, Chairperson

THE LITIGATION NEWSLETTER
Summer 2001

The Litigation Section focused its 2000-2001 efforts on member service and
the administration of justice. Through an excellent executive committee and an
active Council, the Section delivered on both counts.

The Litigation Section continued its high-quality educational programming.
The Masters in Litigation Series this past Spring, conducted in cooperation with
ICLE, brought us three great programs and national speakers. The first installment
showed us how to overcome juror bias at trial. The second showed us cutting-edge
jury selection techniques. And the third showed us new techniques and thinking for
winning at the masters level. The Section’s Sixth Annual Summer Conference was
held in August at the Grand Traverse Resort & Spa. We learned from Courtroom
Performance the persuasive power of storytelling, from a powerful opening state-
ment through a compelling closing argument. We also enjoyed a delightful weekend
of family-friendly activities. More great programming is in the works for the coming
year.

The Litigation Newsletter sported four theme issues chocked full of practical
advice that we could begin using right away. These issues focus on: (1) litigation
case management and strategy; (2) financial analysis issues; (3) understanding
financial statements; and (4) business valuations in the context of litigation. The
Publications Committee has planned another round of practical newsletters to lead
us into another successful year.

The Litigation Section also became active in the rules and legislation arenas.
Our Rules Committee was resurrected, engaged and responsive to requests for
analysis and comment on the myriad of proposals circulated by the State Bar,
Supreme Court and legislature. We have improved our dialogue in this regard and
also continued our dialogue with the Michigan Judicial Institute and other sections
to address matters of mutual concern. These efforts promise to bring improve-
ments to our system of justice and our daily practice of law.

The results of this past year are directly attributable to the sacrifices made by
our Council members and our network of collaborators. I want to personally thank
our Executive Committee (Paul, Bagno & June), Programs Committee (June, Cavalier
& Foeller), Conference Planning Committee (O’Dowd, Glazier, Partridge, Stella,
McCarthy & Gold), Annual Meeting Committee (Paul & Bagno), Publications
Committee (Sysol), and Rules Committee (McInerney, Gold, Faria, Partridge &
Dixon). They served you well and brought us all many exciting opportunities to
benefit from Section membership.

We have a lot to look forward to this coming year. More great programs and
conferences. More great newsletters. And more great leadership, with Rick Paul
taking the reins. It is a fine time to be a Litigation Section member.
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Unlike actively traded stock, which is quickly and
easily bought and sold, stock in privately-held busi-
nesses is rarely transferred to outsiders who have no
relationship to management or other shareholders. With
no public market or statistics, how can litigators deter-
mine the value of shares of a privately-held business?
Perhaps the best method is through an independent
business valuation.

This article provides an overview of business valu-
ation considerations that apply when valuing shares in
a privately-held business. This article is not intended to
be exhaustive and does not include all the issues that
one should consider in arriving at a valuation conclu-
sion. Many authors have written entire texts on this
subject. This article is intended only to provide a gen-
eral landscape of considerations that commonly recur
in business valuations of privately-held companies.

DEFINING VALUE IN THE
SPECIFIC ENGAGEMENT

The first step in determining the value of shares
of a privately-held business is to define what “value”
you are seeking. This definition will depend, in part,
on the purpose of the valuation. There are different
standards of value for valuations under different cir-
cumstances and in different legal jurisdictions. For ex-
ample, the IRS applies the “fair market value” stan-
dard for estate and gift tax purposes, whereas Michi-
gan law mandates the use of a “fair value” standard for
dissenters’ rights in corporate mergers.

Likewise, different circumstances may call for
different premises of value. For example, a liquidation
premise may be more relevant than a going concern
premise in the valuation of a privately-held company
that is not expected to be profitable in the future.

If you do not clearly define what value you are
seeking, you may end up with a value that does not
suit your purpose. Business valuations are commonly
provided for many different purposes, including:

• Bankruptcy/restructuring proceedings
• Buy/sell agreements

Overview of Business Valuation Basics
by: Paul Taylor, ASA and Michelle Gallagher, CPA

• Condemnation
• Employee Stock Ownership Plan

(ESOP) valuations
• Employee stock purchase and stock option plans
• Estate and gift tax planning
• Financial reporting
• Intangible assets/intellectual property licensing,

transfers, and disputes
• Management/ownership succession planning
• Marital dissolution
• Shareholder disputes
• Shareholder redemptions

STANDARDS OF VALUE

The term “value,” as applied to a business or an
interest in a business, means little without a designa-
tion of the appropriate standard of value. Simply
referring to value when the intention is fair market value
can lead to significant miscommunications. There are
three commonly used standards of value: fair market
value, fair value, and investment value.

Fair market value is generally used for tax pur-
poses and has been defined by the Internal Revenue
Service. Fair value is often used to value ownership
interests in cases where discounts for lack of control
and lack of marketability may not be appropriate.
Investment value refers to the value in the hands of a
specific holder.

Fair Market Value

Fair market value is generally defined as the price
at which property would change hands between a hy-
pothetical willing buyer and a hypothetical willing seller,
both being adequately informed of the relevant facts
and neither being under any compulsion to buy or to
sell. Internal Revenue Service Revenue Ruling 59-60
generally outlines approaches and methodologies for
the valuation of privately-held stock for estate, gift,
and income tax purposes, and requires consideration
of numerous factors, including:

• The nature of the company’s business and its
history since its inception.
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• The outlook for the economy in general and
the company’s industry in particular.

• The financial condition of the company and the
value of its underlying net assets.

• The past earnings and future earning capacity
of the company.

• Prior transactions involving the company’s stock
and the size of the block to be valued.

• The ability of the company to distribute earnings.
• Whether the company has goodwill or other

intangible value.
• The price of stock actively traded in a free and

open market for comparable companies in the
same or similar lines of business.

The following is a brief discussion of each of the
foregoing factors:

• Nature and History of the Company

The history of a business will show its past
stability or instability, its growth or lack of growth, the
diversity or lack of diversity of its operations, and other
facts needed to form an opinion of the degree of risk
involved in the business. The history to be studied
often includes, but need not be limited to, the nature of
the business, its products or services, its operating and
investment assets, capital structure, plant facilities, sales
records, and management. The relevant information is
considered as of the date of the appraisal, with due
regard for recent significant changes. Events of the past
that are unlikely to recur in the future may need to be
discounted or disregarded, since value is based prima-
rily on future expectations.

• Outlook for the General Economy
and the Company’s Industry

A sound appraisal of privately-held stock will give
appropriate consideration to current and prospective
economic conditions as of the date of appraisal, both
in the national economy and in the industry or indus-
tries with which the company is active. It is usually
important to know whether the company is more or
less successful than its competitors, and whether it is
maintaining a stable position with respect to its com-
petitors. Equal or even greater significance may be
attached to the ability of the industry to compete with
other industries. Prospective competition, which has

not been a factor in prior years, could also be relevant.
For example, high profits due to the novelty of the
company’s product and the lack of competition often
lead to increased competition in the future.

• Financial Condition of the Company
and Underlying Net Assets

Balance sheets should be obtained, preferably in
the form of comparative annual statements for at least
two years (preferably five) immediately preceding the
date of appraisal, together with a balance sheet at the
end of the month preceding that date. These state-
ments will highlight company’s (1) liquidity (ratio of
current assets to current liabilities); (2) gross and net
book value of the principal classes of fixed assets;
(3) working capital; (4) long-term indebtedness; (5)
capital structure; and (6) net worth. Consideration also
should be given to any assets not essential to the
operation of the business, such as investments in secu-
rities, real estate, etc. In general, such non-operating
assets will command a lower rate of return than the
operating assets, although in exceptional cases the
reverse may be true. In computing the book value per
share of stock, assets of an investment nature are often
revalued on the basis of their market price, with the
book value adjusted accordingly. Comparison of the
company’s balance sheets over several years may
reveal such developments as the acquisition of
additional production facilities or subsidiary companies,
improvements in financial position, and details as to
recapitalizations and other changes in the capital
structure of the corporation.

• Past Earnings and Future Earning
Capacity of the Company

Detailed income statements should be reviewed
for a representative period immediately prior to the
appraisal date, preferably for a period of five years or
a complete business cycle, if longer. Income statements
should show (1) revenue; (2) gross profit; (3) operat-
ing expenses including interest and depreciation
expenses; (4) other and non-operating expenses; (5)
net income available for dividends; (6) rates and
amounts of dividends paid on each class of stock; (7)
remaining amount carried to surplus; and (8) adjust-
ments to, and reconciliation with, surplus as stated
on the balance sheet. The appraiser should be able to
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separate recurring from nonrecurring items of income
and expense and to distinguish between operating in-
come and investment income.

• Prior Transactions of the Company’s Stock

Sales of stock of a privately-held company should
be carefully investigated to determine whether they
represent transactions conducted at “arm’s length.”
Forced or distress sales do not ordinarily reflect fair
market value, nor are isolated sales in small amounts
necessarily indicative of fair market value. This is
especially true in the valuation of a controlling interest
in a corporation. However, in many instances, prior
transactions are a meaningful indicator of the value.
When considering prior transactions, the amount of
time that has transpired between prior transaction(s)
and the valuation date, changes in the company during
this time period, and the size of the block(s) of stock in
the prior transaction(s) compared to the size of the
block of stock being valued should be analyzed and
evaluated.

• Ability of the Company to Distribute Earnings

Primary consideration should be given to the divi-
dend-paying capacity of the company rather than to
dividends actually paid in the past, which, in a privately-
held company, may have been based on the income
needs of the stockholders or their desire to convert
non-deductible dividend payments into tax-deductible
payments such as salaries or bonuses. Recognition must
also be given to the necessity of retaining a reasonable
portion of profits to meet future business needs.

• Existence of Goodwill or
Other Intangible Value

In the final analysis, the “goodwill” of a business
should be based upon its earning capacity. The pres-
ence of goodwill and its value, therefore, depends upon
the excess of net earnings over and above a fair return
on the net tangible assets of the company. While the
calculation of goodwill should be based primarily on
earning capacity, such factors as the prestige and repu-
tation of the business, the ownership of a trade or brand
name, and a record of successful operation over a pro-
longed period in a particular locality may indicate the
presence of intangible value.

• Price of Stock for Comparable Companies

When valuing unlisted stock or securities, the
value of stock or securities of companies engaged in
the same or a similar line of business (which are listed
on an exchange or actively traded in an organized mar-
ket for which quotations are available) should be taken
into consideration. It is important that there is evidence
of an active, free public market for such securities as
of the valuation date.

In selecting companies for guideline purposes,
care should be taken to use only comparable compa-
nies. Although the only restrictive requirement as to
comparable companies specified in the statute is that
their lines of business be the same or similar, it is obvi-
ous that consideration should be given to other rel-
evant factors in order that the most valid comparison
possible will be obtained. These other factors include
such items as size, earnings expectations, performance
trends, diversity, and depth of management, among
others.

A well researched and written business valuation
report will address the fundamental factors set forth in
Revenue Ruling 59-60 in arriving at fair market value.
Attorneys that utilize the services of valuation profes-
sionals should be familiar with the principles articu-
lated in Revenue Ruling 59-60 to assess the quality of
the reports prepared for the benefit of their clients for
federal income tax purposes, as well as in other cases
in which “fair market value” must be determined.

Fair Value

By contrast, fair value usually refers to the value
of a partial interest in a business that is computed as a
percentage of the value of the business as a whole,
often without consideration of minority and lack of
marketability discounts. The concept of fair value is
typically created by statutory provisions and may
differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

The concept of fair value usually arises in con-
nection with dissenting shareholder suits and oppres-
sion cases. In dissenting shareholder suits, courts must
generally determine fair value by reference to the value
of the interest immediately before the transaction, with-
out consideration of the effects of the anticipated
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merger. As a result, fair value may be substantially
different from fair market value.

Since some states permit valuation discounts to
be considered in dissenting shareholder cases, it is
important to review the applicable statutes and relevant
case law. 

Investment Value

Investment value is generally defined as the value
of a business or partial interest in a business to a spe-
cific owner, with specific knowledge, abilities, expec-
tations of risks and earning potential. A widget manu-
facturer, for example, may desire to buy another wid-
get company and may be willing to pay more than fair
market value because of the potential synergies pro-
duced by combining the two companies.

Applicable Standard Depends
on the Purpose of the Valuation

Understanding the purpose of a particular busi-
ness valuation and determining the appropriate stan-
dard of value is critically important to avoiding poten-
tial miscommunication and to generating a meaningful
appraisal report. Once there is agreement regarding the
purpose and appropriate standard of value, an appraiser
should begin the data gathering process.

GATHERING DA TA

The value of a business interest may lie in its
underlying net asset value, but the value generally
depends on the future economic benefits the owner of
that interest will receive in the form of cash flow or
earnings from future operations, discounted back to
present value. To estimate such future benefits, the
appraiser must assess the financial, operational, and
economic attributes of the business. This can involve
significant research and analysis and the review of many
documents. Sources of information commonly include:

• Various company brochures, reports, and other
literature (for the business to be valued).

• Data acquired from a site inspection of the
company’s facilities.

• Responses received during interviews with com-
pany management regarding the history, cur-
rent operations, and future prospects of the
company.

• The company’s annual financial statements for
the past five years.

• The company’s U.S. federal income tax returns
for the past five years.

• The company’s Articles of Incorporation.
• Any shareholder agreements.
• Various sources of business and financial ratios.
• Various sources regarding the U. S. economy,

interest rates, risk free return rates, and equity
risk premiums.

• Financial information such as stock prices,
shares outstanding, and financial statements of
publicly traded companies in the company’s
industry provided by sources such as Valueline,
Moody’s and others.

• Various documents filed by other companies
with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Com-
mission.

• Publicly available data on studies related to
control premiums and lack of marketability
discounts.

VALUA TION APPROACHES

After gathering and analyzing the background and
relevant economic information, the appraiser must
consider the commonly accepted valuation approaches
and determine which method or methods of valuation
will provide the most accurate value indicator(s) for
the subject business interest. Some basic variables that
affect value include the company’s earnings, cash flow,
assets, dividend-paying capacity, and sales. Other
factors, such as the diversity of the company’s cus-
tomer base, the company’s work force, special
processes or patents that may give it an economic
advantage over its competition, and the ease of entry
into the market, may also play a role in determing value.

Business valuation is an art as well as a science,
and no single approach is appropriate for every situa-
tion. Rather, all relevant approaches should be consid-
ered and evaluated according to the circumstances of
the engagement. The business valuation profession rec-
ognizes three primary valuation approaches:

• Asset approach.
• Market approach.
• Income approach.
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Asset Approach

The asset approach is premised on the principle
that the value of an entity can be determined by the
value of its net assets. The asset approach, which
focuses on the balance sheet of an entity, considers the
value of the underlying assets and liabilities, both tangible
and intangible, as a means of determining the value of
the equity. Assets include:

• Financial assets, such as cash and accounts
receivable.

• Physical assets, such as inventory, supplies, and
real properties.

• Intangible assets, such as customer goodwill,
customer mailing lists, or a trained and
assembled workforce.

The asset valuation process is typically performed
using one of four premises:

• In continued use, as part of a going concern.
• In place, as a mass assemblage of assets.
• In exchange, as part of an orderly disposition.
• In exchange, as part of a forced liquidation.

The asset approach, also referred to as the net
asset value or NAV approach, is generally most appro-
priate when valuing a real estate holding company, an
investment company, or a company that is incurring
losses or is only marginally profitable. Generally, this
approach is appropriate when the subject interest con-
stitutes a controlling interest, thus enabling the holder
to effectively access the underlying assets through his
or her ability to influence the disposition of assets.

Market Approach

The market approach is premised on the prin-
ciple that the value of an entity may be determined by
reference to what an investor would pay in the capital
market to own a similar investment. The market
approach focuses on exchanges of similar businesses
or partial interests in businesses. The market approach
is appropriate for use with all types of business
interests provided that the selected comparable entities
and the circumstance of the exchanges are sufficiently
similar to the interest being valued.

Use of the market approach is constrained by the
quantity and quality of available market data. Basic

considerations in the selection of guideline transactions
and companies include: the availability of adequate
financial and price information; the company’s line of
business, location, quality, and depth of management;
the size of the guideline company; trading activity in
the stock; and the specific block of stock that is the
subject of the appraisal.

The market approach includes all of the areas
discussed below.

• Guideline Company Method

The guideline company method involves (1)
selecting an appropriate sample of companies whose
shares are traded on public stock exchanges, (2) calcu-
lating the stock price as a multiple of an appropriate
measure, such as earnings, (3) adjusting the multiple to
recognize differences in size, expected growth, and
other factors between the guideline public company or
companies and the subject business, and (4) applying
the adjusted multiple to the operating results of the
subject business to determine the value of the shares
of the subject business. These values generally are con-
sidered to provide an indication of the value of a mi-
nority interest in a business.

• Merger and Acquisition Method

The merger and acquisition method involves the
same process as the guideline company method except
that the sample transactions are taken from databases
that report merger and acquisition activity. The result-
ing values generally provide an indication of the value
of a controlling interest in a business. When using this
method, care must be taken to consider whether the
transaction price included a premium for operational
or other synergies.

• Transactions in Company Stock

Prior sales of a company’s stock negotiated at
arm’s-length may provide objective evidence of value.
An analysis of such transactions involves investigation
to determine the extent to which the subject block of
stock is sufficiently similar to the blocks of stock sold
in the prior transactions, as well as the extent to which
the sellers were reasonably knowledgeable as to the
fair market value of their stock at the time of sale.
Prior transactions in company stock may be used as a
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reasonableness test of the value determined under
other approaches and methods.

• Bona Fide Purchase Offer

Even if not accepted, a bona fide arm’s-length
purchase offer may provide objective evidence of value.
An analysis of offers made to purchase the company
involves, among other factors, investigation to deter-
mine the true arm’s-length nature of parties to the pro-
posal. Offers for purchase of the company may be
used as a reasonableness test of the value determined
under other approaches and methods.

Income Approach

The income approach involves determining a value
based on the company’s ability to generate future earn-
ings or cash flow. Some of the most common methods
used in the application of the income approach include
the discounted cash flow (“DCF”) method, the dis-
counted future earnings (“DFE”) method, and the capi-
talization of earnings method. These methods can be
employed on an equity only basis or a debt free
(before interest expense) basis. The equity only basis
involves using returns available only to equity holders
(earnings after interest expense) and the application of
an equity discount (or capitalization) rate to arrive at
an equity value. The debt free basis involves using
returns available to both equity and debt holders (earn-
ings before interest expense) and the application of a
weighted average cost of capital to arrive at the market
value of invested capital, which is then reduced by
actual debt to arrive at the value of the equity.

• Capitalization of Earnings
or Cash Flow Methods

The capitalization of earnings or cash flow meth-
ods involve determining a company’s earning capacity
based on reference to historical earnings or cash flow
(after adjustment if appropriate), and capitalizing this
amount at an appropriate capitalization rate. These
methods are commonly used to value a company that
has reached a stable level of sales and earnings or cash
flow, such that history provides a reasonable basis for
predicting future earnings or cash flow levels.

• Discounted Earnings
or Cash Flow Methods

The discounted earnings or cash flow methods
involve projecting future earnings or cash flows and a
“residual” or “terminal” value. The earnings or cash
flows and the terminal value are then discounted to
present value using an appropriate discount rate that
takes into consideration, among other things, the risks
associated with realizing the projected benefits. To use
these methods, future operating results must be rea-
sonably predictable. The estimation process is normally
performed by the appraiser with the assistance of man-
agement. These methods typically are used to value a
company whose operations have not stabilized or
whose historical results are not considered representa-
tive of anticipated future results.

CONSIDERATION OF PREMIUMS
AND DISCOUNTS

Next, the appraiser must consider the attributes
of the specific shares or ownership interest being
valued, such as their marketability, voting rights,
whether or not they represent a controlling interest in
the company, and any other special rights or restric-
tions. Discounts or premiums that may be necessary to
reflect these factors must then be determined.

Relevant premiums and discounts may include:

• Control premium.
• Discount for lack of control/minority interest.
• Discount for lack of voting rights.
• Lack of marketability discount.
• Blockage discount.
• Key person discount.

The most controversial issue in valuations pre-
pared for tax purposes is not explicitly addressed in
Revenue Ruling 59-60. The appraiser’s opinion with
respect to the discount that should be applied to reflect
the lack of marketability of an interest in a privately-
held business when compared to a publicly traded
company is probably the most frequently challenged
assumption in these cases. Valuation professionals
synthesize these discounts from actual transactions
involving similar interests and/or studies of comparable
securities. The courts have increasingly given empha-
sis to the specific valuation experience and professional
credentials of the expert when considering this evidence.
The following are summarized explanations of a con-
trol premium and a lack of marketability discount.
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Control Premium

A shareholder owning a controlling interest in the
stock of a company generally has certain prerogatives
not available to a minority shareholder. It is widely
accepted that, due to these control prerogatives, the
per share fair market value of a controlling block of
stock is usually greater than the per share fair market
value of a minority block of stock in the same com-
pany.

Some of the more common control prerogatives
enjoyed by a controlling shareholder include the ability
to:

• Appoint management and determine manage-
ment compensation and perquisites.

• Set policy and change the course of business.
• Liquidate assets.
• Recapitalize or refinance the company.
• Declare and pay dividends.

Several studies involving transactions of control-
ling interests in the stock of publicly traded companies
have been conducted. In these studies, the acquisition
prices of these controlling interests were compared to
the pre-acquisition prices of minority interests. These
studies are generally referred to as control premium
studies. The prices paid for the stock in these studies
often included both a premium for control prerogatives
as well as a premium related to synergies
obtained and/or anticipated by the acquirer.

Recognizing that both control and synergistic
premiums may be reflected in the data included in these
studies, and that no practical method exists to separate
the two, the results of the control premium studies
should be analyzed with caution. A reasonable control
premium should take into consideration the specific
facts and circumstances surrounding the ownership in-
terest in the subject business.

The inverse of the control premium is the dis-
count for lack of control (or minority interest discount),
and certain situations may require consideration of the
lack of the control prerogatives discussed above.

Lack of Marketability Discount

An ownership interest in a business is worth more
if it is marketable, and a discount is generally appropri-

ate if it is not readily marketable. Marketability is the
ability to quickly convert the interest to cash, with mini-
mal cost and maximum certainty regarding the price
that will be received. Stocks actively traded in a public
market generally are recognized as the benchmark for
marketability, or lack thereof. These stocks may be
sold in seconds, at or very close to the last transaction
price, with low transaction costs, and with proceeds
delivered to the seller in three business days. Since
there is generally no ready market for the stock of a
privately-held company, a discount for lack of market-
ability is usually necessary. The appropriate level of
discount is governed by the specific facts and circum-
stances surrounding the ownership interest in the sub-
ject business. Guidance for that discount is available
from two general types of empirical studies of actual
market transactions, each designed to indicate an
average level of discount for lack of marketability for
non-controlling interests in privately-held companies.

A number of studies focus on restricted stock,
which is generally defined as stock of a public com-
pany that is identical in all respects to its freely traded
stock, except that it is restricted from sale in the open
market for some period of time. These studies cover
various time periods from 1966 to 1996.

Other studies focus on companies that have made
initial public offerings of their stock. The methodology
used in these studies was to examine filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission for initial public
offerings and to determine the relationship between the
price at which the stock was initially offered to the
public and the price of private transactions that took
place prior to the initial public offering. These studies
cover a span of 22 years from 1975 through 1997.

The level of discount that should be applied to a
specific ownership interest is dependent on many
factors. Some of those factors include the expected
appreciation, dividend capacity and actual dividend
payments, probable holding period, prospects for
liquidity, the degree of control transferred with the block
of stock being valued, restrictions on the transferability
of the interest, and the company’s stock redemption
policy.
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CONCLUSION

The number and nature of factors relevant to the
valuation of interests in privately-held companies are
not identical in all valuations. In conducting a business
valuation, appraisers consider those elements they deem
appropriate based on the scope of their engagement as
well as a weighing of the factors described above in
accordance with their estimate of their relative impor-
tance.

The unique nature of each specific business
interest has a significant influence on the amount of
time required for a particular valuation engagement.
Factors such as the complexity of the particular busi-
ness enterprise, the availability of accurate data and
information, the cooperation of management and their
representatives, as well as the intended reader of the
report, or forum in which a dispute will be resolved, all
greatly influence the amount of time required to
perform valuation services.

As indicated throughout this article, numerous
factors must be considered in providing valuation

services. The valuation of a business or business in-
terest requires a thorough understanding of the valua-
tion considerations outlined in Revenue Ruling 59-60,
as well as the broader areas of valuation theory and
practice. Obtaining a well-reasoned and properly
documented report can be an important client service.
Having an independent valuation prepared in a dispute
or transaction provides a level playing field for nego-
tiations in good faith on both sides.
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Business valuation is not an exact science – it is
more properly viewed as an art, although one that is
based on a combination of education and practical
business experience. Many methods and assumptions
used in a business valuation are judgmental in nature
and the appraiser’s technical education and relevant
experience play an important part in developing a
reliable and defensible appraisal.

As in other professional disciplines, there are many
qualified and experienced business appraisers who can
produce a professional report, and testify as credible
expert witnesses in court. There are also many
appraisers who lack the necessary skills, but neverthe-
less represent themselves as “experts” in business
valuations. When a business valuation will have a pro-
found effect on a client’s life (as they frequently do), it
is important that the attorney (and his expert advisors)
be able to uncover flaws in the logic or reasonableness
of another appraiser’s analysis and to demonstrate these
shortcomings to the court.

In every business appraisal there are numerous
issues to be addressed. These issues can be quite com-
plex and often present a challenge to the appraiser to
properly analyze the issue and resolve it in a way that
can be explained to the intended users of the appraisal.
If the issues are not property identified and resolved,
they may lead to serious errors in the valuation analy-
sis. Ten of the most common errors found in business
valuations include:

1. Using an inappropriate standard of value.

2. Using “rules of thumb” as the primary valua-
tion method.

3. Inappropriate selection of guideline compa-
nies or industry averages for comparative
purposes when using the “market approach”
to valuation.

4. Preparation of projected earnings or cash
flows with inadequate input from company
management, or blind acceptance of
management’s projections.

5. Failure to realistically estimate a “normalized”
earnings base.

6. Inappropriate adjustments to earnings when
valuing a minority interest.

7. Failure to consider an alternative capital struc-
ture when valuing a controlling interest.

8. Using an inappropriate discount rate for the
income stream being valued.

9. Confusing capitalization rates with discount
rates.

10. Application of a redundant premium or dis-
count to a preliminary value.

Using an inappropriate standard of value

The “standard” of value must reflect the purpose
of the valuation sought by the client. Many clients give
little thought to what standard of value they are seek-
ing when they hire a business appraiser. Often clients
do not possess the technical background to recognize
that different standards of value may result in very
different value conclusions. One of the business
appraiser’s most important tasks is to work with the
client and the client’s attorney to determine the appro-
priate standard of value to be used in the valuation
engagement.

In certain situations, the standard of value is man-
dated by statutory or legal principles or by binding agree-
ments or contracts. In other situations, the intentions
of the parties involved may determine the standard of
value to be used. This mandated or selected standard
of value may dictate the use of different valuation
methods and may affect the determination of factors
that should or should not be considered in the appraisal
process.

Some of the more common standards of value
used in business valuations include:

• Fair market value
• Fair value
• Investment value
• Intrinsic value

Ten of the Most Common Errors in Business Valuation Reports
by: Timothy Dankoff, CPA, ASA and Pamela Gillis, ASA
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When determining the appropriate standard of
value to be used in a business valuation, the following
factors should be considered:

• State and federal statutory law
• Case law
• Administrative rulings
• Relevant company documents (e.g., bylaws,

articles of incorporation, etc.)
• Contracts between the parties involved (e.g.,

buy-sell agreements)
• Directives issued by the court

Using “rules of thumb” as the
primary valuation method

Many industries have “rules of thumb” to value
companies in their industry when a controlling interest
is transferred. Rules of thumb typically are applied to
small closely-held companies with less than $3 million
of annual revenue.

A rule of thumb is “a multiplier, usually expressed
in a range, used to convert net revenue or owner’s
cash flow into the value of a business’ specified
assets.”1  Rules of thumb are usually very general, with
no consideration given to the unique operating charac-
teristics of the subject company or its historic levels of
revenue and profitability. Consideration of an industry’s
rules of thumb may be useful if applied solely as a test
of “reasonableness” or a “sanity check” to provide a
comfort level for the value determined using generally
accepted methodologies. A credible business valua-
tion that must withstand third-party scrutiny should not
utilize a rule of thumb as the primary valuation method.

Inappropriate selection of guideline companies
or industry averages for comparative purposes
when using the “market approach” to valuation.

It is difficult to single out errors that result in the
largest miscalculations of value, but the authors have
seen several drastic overvaluations due to errors in this
category. The guideline company method is based on
the premise that earnings or other pricing multiples for
publicly-traded companies can be used to determine
the value a closely held business. To use this method
properly, the selected guideline companies must be com-
parable to the subject company. Although a guideline
public company will never be identical to the company

being valued, the companies selected should be similar
enough to provide a reasonable basis for comparison.
Some of the more important factors to consider when
selecting guideline companies include:

• Size
• Type and diversity of operations
• Industries served
• Quality and depth of management
• Financial strength
• Geographic diversification
• Past and expected future growth in sales and

earnings
• Number of years in business

When using the guideline company method, it is
critical that the appraiser carefully analyze the financial
and operating data of the guideline companies. Too
often, an appraiser does a good job making adjust-
ments to the subject company’s financial statements
but gives little or no consideration to appropriate
adjustments to the guideline companies’ financial state-
ments. Frequently, it is necessary for the appraiser to
make adjustments to the financial data of a guideline
company in order to make it more comparable to the
business being valued. Some of the more common
adjustments include those for non-recurring items,
extraordinary items, and differing inventory methods
(LIFO-FIFO). Differences in growth patterns and ex-
pectations should also be considered in developing and
adjusting pricing multiples.

Business appraisers often apply the mean or
median of the pricing multiples for several guideline
companies to determine the value of the subject com-
pany. However, unless the financial characteristics of
the subject and guideline companies are extremely
homogeneous, the application of the mean or median
multiple may not provide a meaningful number.

Preparation of projected earnings or cash flows
with inadequate input from company manage-
ment, or blind acceptance of management’s
projections.

When utilizing the discounted cash flow or dis-
counted future earnings method of appraisal, the ap-
praiser should seek input from management personnel
relative to growth expectations, expense levels, antici-
pated capital expenditures, anticipated debt levels, etc.
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If possible, it is usually a good practice to review draft
projections with management and solicit their comments
before issuing a final product. A business valuation
report containing projections with little or no manage-
ment input will negatively affect the credibility of the
report.

In situations where company management has
prepared a forecast, it is important for the appraiser to
analyze the forecast and determine whether the under-
lying assumptions appear reasonable. Any assumptions
that seem unreasonable or unclear should be discussed
with management and changed if necessary.

Failure to realistically estimate “normalized”
earnings base.

Many appraisals use an income approach to
determine value. Almost all methodologies utilizing this
approach require a determination of “normal” or
expected future profit levels for the company being
valued. In general, a value can be arrived at by apply-
ing an appropriate multiple or capitalization rate to the
expected earnings or cash flow. If the expected profits
have been inappropriately determined, the computed
value will be incorrect.

Some of the most common mistakes made in
estimating “normalized” earnings include the following:

• Failure to allow for reasonable compensation
to the owner(s) involved in the business.

• Failure to adjust historic rent expense to reflect
current or anticipated future lease terms.

• Failure to consider capacity constraints and per-
sonnel issues when projecting a high level of
growth in revenue.

• Failure to properly account for new long-term
obligations or the termination of existing short-
term obligations such as retirement or other
payments due to prior owner(s).

• Using the latest year’s earnings, an average, or
weighted average of historic earnings as a base
without considering whether the base fairly re-
flects probable future earnings.

Use of an unrealistic “normalized” earnings base
may result in either an undervaluation or overvaluation
of the subject business.

Inappropriate adjustments to earnings when
valuing a minority interest.

Changes in operating policies or procedures can
be made by the controlling shareholder of a business to
increase annual earnings or cash flow. These changes
may include the elimination or reduction of discretion-
ary expenses, including excessive owner compensation
and perquisites, or the modification of the subject
company’s capital structure. When valuing a minority
interest, it is generally not appropriate to make such
adjustments because the minority shareholder does not
have the ability to effect these changes. However, it
would be appropriate to adjust earnings for non-recur-
ring income and expenses, or for changes that have
been undertaken or planned by management when
valuing a minority interest.

Failure to consider an alternative capital
structure when valuing a controlling interest.

When the fair market value standard is used to
value a controlling interest, the existing level of interest-
bearing debt is often compared to typical debt struc-
tures for comparable companies. If the subject com-
pany is under-leveraged or over-leveraged, appropri-
ate modifications should usually be made in the valua-
tion analysis. A common practice is to use a weighted
average cost of capital to compute the applicable
discount or capitalization rate, and to perform the analy-
sis on a debt-free basis. Failure to adequately consider
the capital structure can result in an improper value
conclusion.

Using an inappropriate discount rate for the
income stream being valued.

When using the income approach to value a busi-
ness, a common error is to use a discount or capitaliza-
tion rate that is not appropriate for the income stream
being valued. This type of error has almost unlimited
variations, including the following:

• Using a “safe” rate of return to discount or capi-
talize a “risky” return. A common example is
using the virtually risk-free Treasury bill rate to
discount a highly uncertain stream of projected
income.

• Applying an appropriate discount rate to an
income stream that has been computed on a
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different basis than that used to determined the
discount. Most of the sources and methods for
developing discount rates used by contempo-
rary business appraisers produce a rate at which
to discount net cash flow or after-tax earnings.
An example of this type of error would be to
apply an after-tax discount rate to pre-tax
earnings.

• Applying a discount rate that does not include
the effect of inflation to an economic income
projection that reflects inflationary trends. Some
appraisers erroneously subtract the anticipated
inflation rate from the discount rate and then
apply the adjusted discount rate to income that
includes inflation.

• Subtracting a short-term high growth rate from
the discount rate to determine the capitali-
zation rate. To convert a discount rate to an
appropriate capitalization rate, it is necessary
to subtract an estimated long-term sustainable
growth rate from the discount rate. If a high
short-term growth rate that will not be sustained
in the future is subtracted, the resulting lower
capitalization rate will overvalue the subject
entity. (See the comparison of discount and
capitalization rates below.)

Confusing capitalization rates with discount rates

The discount rate should reflect the cost of capi-
tal and applies to all prospective income streams. The
capitalization rate is a divisor applied to a calculated
income factor (e.g., the average of after-tax earnings
for the two most recent years, or next year’s expected
cash flow). These two rates are never equal, unless the
expected level of income is projected to be constant in
perpetuity. The following is a sample calculation of a
discount rate and a capitalization rate using the “build-
up” method (commonly used by appraisers):

Risk-free rate of return
(20-year yield on Treasury bonds
as of the valuation date) ................................. 5.8%

Equity risk premium
(Common stock returns less
government bond returns 2 ) ........................... 7.8%

............................................. 3.0%

Small stock premium
(Premium for capitalization
below $193 million2)

...................................................................5.4%

Specific risk premium
(Factor for company/
industry specific risk) .................................... 5.5%

Discount rate
(Cost of equity) ............................................24.5%

Less long-term growth
(Estimated sustainable
long-term growth) ......................................... 3.0%

Capitalization rate 21.5%

Application of a redundant premium
or discount to preliminary value.

The two most common discounts applied in busi-
ness appraisals are the discount for a minority interest
and the discount for lack of marketability. The most
common premium applied when determining value is a
control premium. When applying discounts or premi-
ums, it is important that they do not duplicate factors
already considered in the preliminary determination of
value. Some methodologies are used to determine the
value of a marketable controlling interest, while others
reflect the value of a marketable minority interest. It is
crucial to understand what the preliminary determina-
tion of value represents in order to determine whether
premiums or discounts should be applied to arrive at
the appropriate adjusted value for the interest under
consideration.

For example, a capitalization of earnings, com-
puted using a “minority” earnings base and a capitali-
zation rate derived from market rates of return for
minority interests, generally represents the value of a
marketable minority interest. Assuming that the goal is
to arrive at the fair market value of a non-marketable
minority block of stock, it would generally be appro-
priate to apply a discount for lack of marketability, but
no discount should be applied for the minority owner-
ship position. This factor is already reflected in the
preliminary determination of value.

An example of the erroneous application of a pre-
mium would be to apply a control premium to a value
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determined by reference to empirical merger and
acquisition transaction data. Values determined using
this method generally represent values for controlling
interests and a control premium is already reflected.

CONCLUSION

As discussed above, there are many types of
errors that can adversely affect a business valuation.
These errors can also adversely affect your client’s
financial situation. It is important to use good judg-
ment when hiring a business valuation expert. Only
those who rigorously apply professional standards to
reach well documented, articulated, and objective
opinions of value should be retained. The failure to
hire a competent, credible expert can put your client
and your client’s case in jeopardy.
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Shareholder disputes can arise in a variety of
circumstances and are among the most interesting and
challenging assignments for attorneys and appraisers
alike. This article will address some of the unique
aspects of shareholder disputes from the perspective
of an appraiser.

Shareholders who do not agree with significant
actions taken by the majority (such as a merger with
another corporation) may sue under the state’s
dissenters’ rights statutes. Other disputes can result in
an action being brought under the state’s oppressed
shareholder statutes. Still other disputes can occur when
one or more of the parties simply want to terminate the
shareholder relationship. Each of these presents a
different challenge to professional advisors.

Dissenting Shareholders

Generally, the only remedy for dissenters is the
purchase of their stock for fair value. In Michigan,
“fair value,” with respect to a dissenter’s shares, means
the value of the shares immediately before the effec-
tuation of the corporate action to which the dissenter
objects, excluding any appreciation or depreciation in
anticipation of the corporate action unless exclusion
would be inequitable.

Fair value is a legally created standard of value
interpreted differently in different states. It refers to an
equitable, just, and reasonable value for property
determined without reference to a simulated or real
market transaction since the property holder has no
interest in entering the market. Fair value is generally
not defined legislatively and legal precedents that
address its meaning are often vague or contradictory.
The application of valuation discounts for lack of
control and lack of marketability are often contested,
and a review of precedents indicates that this issue is
often decided on a case-by-case basis. A common view
is that the application of these discounts would un-
justly enrich the majority shareholder, who would reap
a windfall by cashing out a minority shareholder at a
discounted amount. The particular circumstances of
the case, shareholder agreements, prior transactions in
the company’s stock, and relevant case law precedents
are typically considered in addressing what constitutes
fair value in a particular case.

Shareholder Disputes
by: Timothy Dankoff, CPA, ASA and Mark E. Blazevic, CPA/ABV, CFA

Minority Oppression Suits

In Michigan, a shareholder may bring an action
in circuit court to establish that the acts of the directors
or those in control of the corporation are illegal, fraudu-
lent, or willfully unfair and oppressive to the corpora-
tion or to the shareholder. If a shareholder establishes
grounds for relief, the court may issue an order or grant
relief as it considers appropriate, including, but not
limited to, the dissolution and liquidation of the assets
and business, cancellation of the offending act, the
awarding of damages, or the purchase at fair value of
the shares owned by the shareholder. Courts have
recognized that such remedies are necessary in closely
held corporations since the majority shareholder is in a
position to undermine a minority shareholder’s ability
to receive a fair return on his or her shares, and the
lack of a ready market may lock the minority share-
holder into an unattractive investment.

Although courts have several remedies at their
disposal in oppression cases, the most common
remedy afforded minority shareholders is the purchase
of their shares by the corporation for “fair value”. This
remedy provides liquidity for the minority shareholder
and alleviates the contentious relationship, thereby
benefiting both the shareholder and the corporation.

Minority oppression cases typically involve
addressing a variety of issues. These often include the
following:

• Has the minority shareholder been oppressed?
• Do the issues giving rise to the alleged oppres-

sion support a claim for damages?
• Assuming the minority shareholder’s stock in-

terest will be purchased, is the proper standard
of value “fair market value” or “fair value”?

• If the stock is to be appraised, what is the
appropriate valuation date?

Oppression has generally been defined to mean
that a minority shareholder’s reasonable expectations
have been disappointed. This could include expecta-
tions with respect to employment, participation in
management, or any other reasonable item. Oppres-
sion includes actions taken against a minority share-
holder in their capacity as officer, employee, or share-
holder, and does not necessarily suggest fraud,
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mismanagement, or other wrongdoing. Sometimes a
series of small actions, in and of themselves not
oppressive, are combined to support a claim. Some
common allegations of oppression include:

• Reduction of compensation
• Termination of employment
• Diversion of a corporate opportunity
• Diversion of corporate assets

The facts of each case are unique, and resolution
of the issues requires creativity and flexibility. For
instance, if oppression can be shown, the value of the
minority shareholder’s stock will be decided based on
the fair value standard. Otherwise, the fair market value
standard likely applies. Since many take the position
that fair value should be interpreted to mean a pro-rata
portion of the total equity value of the company, it is
not uncommon to have an appraiser determine both
the fair market value of a non-marketable, minority
interest and the fair market value of the total equity of
the company on a control basis. As expected, these
determinations can result in significant differences in
value. With an understanding of this range of values,
counsel is better prepared to enter negotiations.

Appraisers experienced in forensic accounting and
litigation engagements can also assist in evaluating the
oppression claim. Procedures that can be employed
include research and support of executive compensa-
tion levels, a review of corporate books and records to
identify a change in corporate policy with respect to
spending patterns, identification and quantification of
specific expenditures or other transactions, assessment
of diverted corporate opportunities, and quantification
of various tax issues.

The selection of a valuation date for an appraisal
is another key element. The constant fluctuations in
share prices of publicly traded stocks are easily
observed, and there can be large variances in value
based on differences in valuation dates alone. The
valuation date is of critical significance because only
those facts known or knowable on that date should be
considered in an appraisal.

Other Disputes

For a variety of other reasons, shareholders
decide to part ways and one or more shareholders wish
to be bought out. Depending on the circumstances

surrounding the departure, the relationship of the
parties, and their desires and expectations, this process
can be harmonious, contentious, or anywhere in
between.

Disputes in these circumstances usually involve
the purchase price for the shares, but may also include
the issue of who is buying and who is selling. The
dynamics of the situation can be influenced by a
number of factors, including the relative sizes of the
stock interests and whether all of the shareholders work
in the business. Other relevant factors could include
whether any of the parties are compelled to complete
a transaction, whether one or both of the parties have
the financial ability to purchase the other’s stock
interest, and whether the company has cash or bor-
rowing ability that could be used to finance a trans-
action. Well-drafted shareholder agreements often avoid
shareholder disputes. However, some disputes stem
from disagreements concerning interpretation or appli-
cation of provisions in such an agreement.

While a credible business valuation is typically
needed to help resolve a shareholder dispute, a joint
effort by the attorney and an experienced appraiser
often is also required to best address the unique
aspects of a particular situation and reach a successful
resolution. The courts have increasingly given empha-
sis to the specific valuation experience and professional
credentials of the valuation expert when considering
this evidence.
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Intellectual Property Valuation Basics
by: Mark Robinson, CPA, PE and Paul Taylor, ASA

A business enterprise is comprised of many
tangible and intangible assets. The tangible assets
include cash, investments, inventory, plant, property,
and equipment among other potential items. Intangible
assets include items such as employment contracts for
key personnel, brands, trained workforces, distribu-
tion networks, customer lists, and intellectual property.
Intellectual property is a special classification of intan-
gible asset that includes patents, copyrights, trademarks,
trade secrets, and proprietary technology, among
others. Intellectual property is protected by law against
infringement or misappropriation.

Increasingly, intangible assets such as intellec-
tual property produce more value to a business than
do tangible assets. This is clearly demonstrated by the
significant difference between the book value and
market value capitalization of many publicly traded
companies. This article is intended to cover the basic
concepts supporting intellectual property valuation.
Many of the intellectual property valuation concepts
are similar to business valuation concepts.

This article presents four general phases that may
be performed in the intellectual property valuation pro-
cess. The four general phases are the Identification
Phase, the Assessment Phase, the Valuation Phase, and
the Reconciliation / Valuation Conclusion Phase.

IDENTIFICA TION PHASE

The value of an intellectual property asset is not
evaluated in the abstract. It must be assessed within
the context of its use and market potential. Many times,
intellectual property valuations are required by various
statutory provisions, administrative rulings, or regula-
tory authorities.

 Some common business reasons for valuing an
intellectual property asset include ownership transfers,
inter-company pricing, purchase price allocations, and
licensing. These business reasons, among others, create
the need to determine the fair market value of intellec-
tual property assets. In order to determine the fair
market value of an intellectual property asset or bundle

of intellectual property assets, the appraiser must be
able to:

1. Specifically identify the intellectual property
asset to be appraised.

2. Verify existence, ownership, and means of
protection.

3. Determine information related to the intel-
lectual property asset’s creation process and
date.

ASSESSMENT PHASE

Once each intellectual property asset has been
identified, the valuation process should continue with
assessments in the three following areas, if applicable:

1. Legal Assessment:

In certain intellectual property valuation projects,
it may be necessary to have an assessment of any
claimed legal rights associated with the intellectual
property. For example, this may include patent validity
opinions or patent claim coverage evaluations. These,
or any other legal opinions that may be required, must
come from a qualified attorney.

2. Technical Assessment:

The technical assessment defines the intellec-
tual property, its theoretical basis and scope, and its
potential commercial applications. The primary
purpose of the technical assessment is to determine
the technical “utility” or merit of the subject technol-
ogy versus current technology. Therefore, the follow-
ing issues are typically addressed in a technical as-
sessment:

• Comparative review of the technology at issue
versus any current “competitive” technologies.

• Recognition of any further technological inno-
vation required to incorporate the intellectual
property asset into a commercially viable prod-
uct or service.

• Determination of the intellectual property
asset’s expected remaining life or life cycle.

In general, the technical assessment would be
performed by verifying information obtained from
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company personnel (inventors, licensing personnel,
business developers, etc.) with outside information that
may include published technical and industry resources,
outside technical experts, and potential customer or end-
user surveys.

3. Market Assessment:

Based upon the results of the Technical Assess-
ment, efforts in the Market Assessment typically ad-
dress the following issues:

• Identification of potential industries and/or
products that embody, or will embody, the
intellectual property.

• Determination of market needs and the ability
of the intellectual property to fill those needs.

• Market size and growth characteristics.
• Estimation of the intellectual property’s expected

displacement rate over existing competition.

VALUA TION APPROACH PHASE

The next phase of the intellectual property valua-
tion process is the synthesis of the results from the
Legal, Technical, and the Market Assessments into
various potential valuation approaches and methods.
The three most common approaches to intellectual
property valuation: the cost approach, the market
approach, and the income approach should be consid-
ered. Each of these is described further below:

Cost Approach:

The cost approach is based on the principle of
substitution. This basic economic principle asserts that
an investor will pay no more for an intellectual prop-
erty asset than the cost to obtain (either develop or
purchase) an intellectual property asset of equal utility.
In the cost approach, the appraiser accumulates all the
costs associated with the development or acquisition,
and marketing of the intellectual property. These costs
include research & development costs, testing costs,
marketing costs, and related legal and application fees,
among others.

However, the cost approach as a valuation method
has several potential shortcomings. Cost does not nec-
essarily equate to value. For example, if the intellectual
property provides an economic advantage in an active

market, the use of the cost method might understate
its value. Alternatively, if development had been inef-
ficient, lengthy, or fraught with problems/setbacks, the
use of the cost method might overstate its value.

Market Approach :

The market approach is based on the premise
that the prices from actual transactions of similar assets
in the market will indicate the underlying value of the
assets being appraised. These transactions may be in
the form of a sale or license agreement. However, the
potential shortcoming in this approach surfaces in situ-
ations where the intellectual property being appraised
is unique, and consequently, comparable transactions
may not be available.

This approach can be useful to determine rea-
sonable royalty rates for many types of intellectual prop-
erty. An appraiser can study existing license agreements
of similar types of intellectual property in the industry,
if publicly available. Typically, SEC filings, licensing
publications that record recent transactions, and indi-
viduals with licensing expertise are good sources for
data regarding potentially similar license agreements.

Income Approach:

The income approach measures the value of an
intellectual property asset based upon the present value
of the expected economic income associated with the
use or ownership of that asset. There are numerous
measures of economic income that may be relevant to
the valuation of a particular type of intellectual property
asset in a particular market. The measures of economic
income include:

1. Gross or net revenues

2. Gross income/profit

3. Operating income

4. Income before tax

5. Income after tax

6. Operating cash flow

7. Net cash flow

8. Incremental income/cash flow

9. Others
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Due to the different measures of economic
income that may be used in the income approach, the
appraiser must make sure that the discount rate or
capitalization rate used in the valuation model is de-
rived to be consistent with the measure of economic
income used. There is an appropriate income approach
methodology to correspond to each measure of eco-
nomic income. However, these methodologies can be
sorted into the following four general categories.

1. Methods that quantify incremental levels of
economic income based on the ownership of
the intellectual property asset.

2. Methods that quantify decreases in operating
costs based on the ownership of the intellec-
tual property asset.

3. Methods that quantify royalty savings based
on the ownership of the intellectual property
asset.

4. Methods that quantify the difference in the
value of a business with and without the own-
ership of the intellectual property asset.

All of the income approach methodologies utilize
one of the following two analytical calculations:

Direct Capitalization Calculation:

In a direct capitalization calculation, the appraiser
performs the financial analysis necessary to project the
measure of economic income for one period into the
future from the valuation date. The next step is to
divide the projected measure of economic income by
an appropriate capitalization rate that reflects the level
of risk associated with achieving the projected eco-
nomic income and expected future economic income
growth.

Yield Capitalization Calculation:

In a yield capitalization calculation, the appraiser
performs the financial analysis necessary to project the
measure of economic income for several discrete time
periods into the future from the valuation date. The
next step is to discount the projected future economic
income to present value using an appropriate discount
rate or yield rate that reflects the level of risk associ-
ated with achieving the projected economic income.

The final step relates to the determination of whether
or not a residual or terminal value should be included
at the end of the discrete projection period. This deter-
mination depends on the appraiser’s expectation of the
duration of the economic income stream beyond the
end of the discrete projection period. Furthermore, this
determination is directly tied to the estimate of the
remaining useful life of the intellectual property that is
researched and analyzed during the Technical Assess-
ment step in the valuation process.

The result of either a direct capitalization analysis
or a yield capitalization analysis will provide an indica-
tion of the value of the subject intellectual property
under the income approach.

RECONCILIA TION/VALUATION
CONCLUSION PHASE

The approach(es) and method(s) that are relied
upon to value intellectual property asset(s) will depend
on many factors including:

• The availability of data and information required
to perform the approach and method.

• The intended purpose of the intellectual prop-
erty/technology valuation (sale, licensing, etc.).

• Types and quantity of specifically identified
intellectual property as well as the ability to
“bundle” intellectual property assets for assess-
ment.

When more than one valuation approach is used,
each approach usually results in a different value
indicator for the intellectual property asset being
appraised. Even within the same valuation approach,
different methods will likely provide different value
indicators. The existence of different value indicators
for an intellectual property asset is common to the
valuation process. In the final phase of the valuation
process, the appraiser must carefully evaluate the
strengths and potential weaknesses of the different
approaches and methods to arrive at a valuation con-
clusion.

The appraiser’s final valuation conclusion should
fall within the final range of values indicated by the
approaches and methods used. The final value conclu-
sion may be taken from one of the valuation approaches
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and methods used. Alternatively, an appraiser may
choose to weight two or more of the approaches and
methods (corresponding to the strengths and weak-
nesses evaluation performed) to arrive at the final value
conclusion. Ultimately, the final value conclusion is
derived from the appraiser’s research, analyses, rea-
soning, experience, and judgment based on the avail-
able relevant information.
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BOOK REVIEW

The Lawyer’s Business Valuation Handbook
(Shannon Pratt, American Bar Association, 2000)

by: David C. Sarnacki

This one-volume, 472-page resource on business
valuations pays for itself. At $124.95 ($114.95 for
members of the ABA Family Law or General Practice
Sections), the Lawyer’s Business Valuation Handbook
is a small investment for making your discovery, your
depositions and your case presentations much more
focused, efficient, and effective.

Shannon Pratt, one of the most well-known
authorities on the subject of business valuations, has
produced a solid reference for all attorneys, a practical
work that should be required reading for trial attorneys
facing valuation issues. The book is thorough, balanced,
and well organized. From its broad scope to its effec-
tive presentations on valuation methods to its suggested
“Questions to Ask” and sample discovery to its charts,
exhibits and examples, there is simply something
useful for everyone.

The subtitle for the book is “Understanding
Financial Statements, Appraisal Reports and Expert
Testimony,” and the book certainly strives to cover all
that ground. According to the Preface, “[t]he purpose
of this handbook is to assist the court and the lawyer to
assess the qualifications of the business appraiser and
the reliability of the evidence presented, and also to
cope with valuation issues more efficiently and effec-
tively.”

The book begins with discussions of definitions
of value, professional credentials and standards,
admissibility, discovery and ADR (78 pages). The
middle of the book deals with the substantive areas of
approaches, methods and procedures, as well as analy-
ses of financial statements and the economic realities
of the marketplace (216 pages). The last part of the
book addresses specific purpose appraisals, including
tax matters, divorce valuations, shareholder disputes,
ESOPs, and issues surrounding medical practices
(88 pages).

The 28-page chapter on federal tax matters
addresses pertinent court decisions and IRS rulings,
their resulting impact on approaches to value, discounts,
trapped-in capital gains taxes, charitable contributions,
contingent liabilities, subsequent events, buy-sell agree-

ments, weighting of results, and settlement consider-
ations. The 13-page chapter on shareholder disputes
covers fair value, the Delaware Block Rule, discounts
and premiums, and the concept of entire fairness. And
the 8-page chapter on medical practices discusses
physician compensation, fraud and abuse, comparable
transactions, capitation and risk-based reimbursement,
and other valuation issues.

The “Questions to Ask” sections will also prove
very helpful to you. Whether you are discussing a case
with your own expert or deposing the opposing expert,
these questions move logically through the subject
matter, efficiently covering numerous areas of poten-
tial dispute. Some questions are followed by paren-
thetical comments noting the common traps experts
may fall victim to.

The book references many other sources for
further research. Most chapters end with a reference
section listing the leading authorities, including other
books, articles and web sites. Of course, while
Shannon Pratt is a leading authority, it is hard to miss
the pattern of self-citation in these reference sections.
Many of the reference works listed bear the touch of
Pratt as author, Pratt as editor, or Pratt as owner.

This also suggests the need to place an asterisk
on the cover of the book where Pratt is listed as the
author. If you make it through the nearly forty pages
of prefatory text, you find Pratt’s “About the Author”
section. Upon turning the page, however, you discovery
information on the seven “contributing authors” who
were omitted from mention on the cover-page credits.

The Lawyer’s Business Valuation Handbook will
not qualify you as an appraisal expert. It will not
replace the need for you to hire a knowledgeable and
qualified expert to assist you. But it should make your
efforts relating to business valuations more productive.
You should learn to focus your discussions with
experts and to reach a common understanding of the
respective positions when discussing substantive
matters of approach, method and procedures. These
benefits make the book well-worth its price, a practical
and useful work to be decorated with your own high-
lighting, margin commentary and Post-It Notes.
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Litigation Section

Nominations for September 2001

On behalf of the Litigation Section, the Nominations Committee recognizes and thanks
our Council Members with terms ending in September 2001 for their contributions and
service to the Section:  C. Robert Wartell;  Jerome P. Pesick;  Mark W. McInerney;
and Kevin J. O’Dowd.

The Committee’s nominations for September 2001 are as follows:

Chairperson: Richard W. Paul
Dickinson Wright

Chair-elect: Anne Warren Bagno
Abbot, Nicholson, Quilter, Esshaki & Youngblood, PC

Secretary: Robert June
Traver & Walzak

Treasurer: Kevin J. O’Dowd
Dickinson Wright

Council Members (terms ending 9/2004):

Adam Cohen
Steinhardt, Pesick & Cohen

Sue Keener
Bos & Glazier

Steve Wolock
Maddin, Hauser, Wartell, Roth, Heller & Pessess
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– MARK YOUR CALENDAR! –

The State Bar of Michigan 66th Annual Meeting

Litigation Section Business Meeting & Election

When: Friday, September 14, 2001 @ 9:30 AM

Where: Lansing Center, Room 101, 1st Floor, Lansing, Michigan

Special CLE Programs:

Improve Your Quality of Life Without Leaving the Law

Film Clips from Trials of the Century

When: Friday, September 14, 2001, @ 2:00 - 4:30 PM (both programs)

Where: Quality of Life Program – Lansing Center, Banquet Rms. 1 & 3, 1st Floor

Trials of the Century – Lansing Center, Banquet Rms 5 & 7, 1st Floor

Note: Registration Required Through the State Bar of Michigan
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